
WATERY WORLD

THE STORY OF AN UNFORTUNATE MAN…



YOUNG ADULT

This is a story about a poor individual whose life 

gradually improved. However, parts of his life 

ended up at the edge of death. His name was 

Oliver Smith living with his parents and his 

wife named Raichel. He lived in an abandoned 

oak shelter with no entertainment and fun. He 

had a job of a toothpick worker. He checked the 

weather forecast with a extremely old fashioned 

phone. It said it would be very cold judging by the 

amount of clouds there was.



WEATHER DISASTER

 The second Oliver stepped outside, an ear deafening noise came thrashing to his ears. The loud vibrations 

had hurt his ears and the particles beneath him. The last thing he saw was a humongous tsunami crashing 

down at him before he was drawn down to the depth of the ocean. Oliver swam and swam for his family 

however all he saw remaining was the shed where he and his family lived. A giant wave came thrashing 

and hit him to the inside of the shed. With the pressure of the water it slammed, shut the door in front of 

him and Oliver could not open the door. With mighty power and force he kicked it open the door. He 

stepped out. He could move and breath underwater. How could this be…



THE AQUARIUM 

TUBE

 At the aquarium they 
settled up a clean tube for 
the box jelly fishes however 
the tsunami smashed the 
building apart , and it 
washed away the open tube. 
The tube opened his mouth 
and arrived at the shed and 
swallowed the shed into his 
mouth. The hour after it 
caught the shed was when 
Oliver opened the door. He 
was the aquarium for the 
fish…



START OF THE SEA ADVENTURE

 Oliver had a shiver racing through his spine. Every time Oliver 

tried to go to sleep, a dull and frightening figure kept 

approaching him, shaped like a monster, ready to chomp with 

its bloodstained razor sharp teeth. At 3am, there was a 

colossal BANG as the ocean floor started to rumble and 

shake, the hurricane proof tube started to wobble. It took 

time for Oliver's eyes to adjust the darkness around him and 

after the eyes adjusted the darkness surrounding him, he saw a 

blood thirsty flesh ripper fish. It had a bulb on it. With bloody 

eyes and razor sharp teeth banging the tube. The tube was 

about to fall down to its depth. It took moment to figure out 

what it was and then all of a sudden, a memory shot him in the 

head. It was an…



THE SURROUNDINGS

 ANGLERFISH!!! Oliver pushed and pushed however everything he did to stop it, didn’t make any 

difference. Until he thought of an intelligent plan, he knew they survive only in water so he needs fire for 

it to go. He sprinted to the colossally damaged kitchen, then he turned on the oven. Actually, he was 

astonished it still worked, then he grabbed a piece of cardboard and set on fire. Before it was about to 

fall, Oliver held it really close.  After a few seconds, it swam away however when it backed away its tail hit 

the tube and it fell down. While it was falling some snarling came around the tube. It was too dull to see. 

There was only evil eyes in the dark ...


